Group Task

- Read Handout A, B, or C1-3
- Answer the Questions on the Handout

Group Roles
Reader - All
Recorder - All
Reporter - 1
Latin American Revolutions

- Mexico - 1800
  - Father Hidalgo leads rev. movement for independence
  - Subjugated by Peninsulares
  - He is executed along with successor José Morelos
  - Killed by a Creole revolutionary
- Creoles want to have the power & control after the Rev. - don't want to share with other groups
- Like France - after the initial revolution the large diverse group splits & leads to fighting

Haiti - 1793 - 1st Rev.
- Slaves lead revolt against non-French controlled
  - Motivated by French who led their own revolution
  - led by Toussaint L'Ouverture
  - a freed slave - 1791
  - White French deny blacks their freedom

Simon Bolivar (Creole)
- Says Spain deprived Latin American of their rights
- Says PPL Spain has heldCreoles back from being govt leaders of the state
- Want natural rights
- Treated like slaves by Spain
Latin American Reus

- happen in South America, Central America + Mexico

- fight against Spain b/c Spain is the mother country